CO2 GUN
MAN UAL
CHECKING BEFORE OPENING BOX
Please check whether the package isn't broken, if true, please inform the
shipping company in time, and keep the broken package as proof in order to
claim for compensation for them.
The packing list below:
1. Co2 machine 1 pc;
2.

Hose for co2 jet 1 pc;

3.

Manual
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PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION

The co2 jet is our company professional stage effect equipment for Co2
fog show. This machine lays over anything else of the kind with bran-new
outlook, consummate producing technique, and original performance. It is
good compatibility and stability and easy operation.

Main Spec:
Size: 580*70*240 mm
Control mode: manual
Spray distance: 3-5 meter

Weight: 5 kg

Characteristic:
Portable design, easy for moving, no need any electric power, big amount fog sprayed
when it working, far distance sprayed, powerful effects, insures that the impact of the
incredible effects will remain with the audience long afterwards.
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PRODUCT DIAGRAM
Product parts :
Flashlight backseat

Plug
Safety switch

Flashlight

Trigger
Quick connector to
gas tank
Front Handled
Gas outlet
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INSTALL METHOD
INSTALL AS FOLLOWING:
1. Unpack the Co2 Gun.
2. Connect the hose with machine through fast connector, other head of
hose (pipe) is connected with co2 gas tank.
3. Install 3 pcs AAA batteries into flashlight and connect the plug of
machine into it.
4. Depress the trigger on the Co2 Gun whenever you want to release co2.
The Co2 Gun will recoil slightly each time the trigger is pulled
5. After use, close the valve on the co2 tank, and bleed any remaining gas
in the hose through the Co2 Gun and then you can safely detach the hose
from the CO2 tank.
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ATTENTION

THE MACHINE DOES NOT NEED ANY ELECTRIC POWER!
FLASHLIGHT USES 3 PCS AAA BATTERIES!
(When you installing battery into flashlight, please back active socket first, then unplug the attachment plug,
screw off the battery box in anticlockwise, take out it and install the batteries, please notice the the positive
and negative charges of battery, if you don't need the function of flashlight, please just unplug the
attachment plug, if no need it work for long time, please uninstall the batteries in it!)

PLEASE TRIGGER THE MACHINE AFTER YOU CONFIRM THE
CONNECTIONS ALL ARE GOOD!
PLEASE FOLLOW THE RULES OF GAS TANK USAGE STRICKLY!
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TROUBLESHOOT

Simply trouble clear
1. Press the trigger if it cannot jet. Please check whether the hose is connected
good, check the gas tank has co2 liquid gas enough.
2. Press the trigger, if the co2 fog effect is not good, please check the end of gas
tank is higher, or is there enough liquid co2 in the tank.
3. If the flashlight doesn't work or little light when triggering, please check if the
batteries power is enough or the connection of attachment plug is reliable.
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